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A study was made of electronic conduction mechanisms in thin 
tantalum oxide films anodically formed on sputtered beta tantalum. 
0 0 
Films of thicknesses r~nging from 50 A to 1350 A were tested o·ver a 
. 0 0 range of temperatur.e.s from 100 K to 380 K and a ·:range of fields from 
. 6 
. 
10 volts/meter to 250 x 106 volts/meter. The data was compared to 
four models ·.for· li,miting mechanisms for electronic conduction in 
insulators. These were; 
1. space charge limiti-ng· 
2. trap exc_it.ation ·mecb·~ni:SfflS 
3. Schottky t:he.rmionic emission 
4. Fowler-Nordbe.-im tunneling. 0 
The data was analyZed qualitativelY.. a:nd ·:found t.o' fit: the s~t::e 
·c::harg-e lim..it_i~g ·th)~ory. The data was aha-lyz·e.d- q-uan·titat-iveiy and 
found: -not t·o.- fit t.·he models proposed· f..or ·tr~p ·excitati9n, thermionic 
e:mts·st.ort, .·,·:a:µa. tunneling. Therefore, it was c·on:clUff~d that current 
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I . INTRODUCTION 
"-The object <;>f this work is to stu·dy t·he conduction mechanism 
.in tantalum oxide anodically formed on beta tantalum. 
..... OXide films on beta tantalum have not been previously studied to 
determine a conduction mechanism, although several workers have 
worked on oxid.e fflms on: other materials, notably aluminum and ·ace 
··--tantalum. 
A. Previous Work 
The first reported work wa·s by Mead ( l) working wl:t:h. ,both aluminum 
o~ide and t·an.t.alum oxide. A· conduction mechanism d.ue to tunnel emis--
SiQn fro.m t-he cathode to the anode was rep.orted. Fisher and GiaeveP> 
0 0 
re.ported: tunneling in alQminum oxide films 40 A to 80 A thick with, 
~itun:i.num counter elect;ro·ctes. 
(3) Emtage and Tantraporn observed ~.urrents in aluminum and 
germanium oxides which were limited by Schottky :emission and sug-
gested that the data reported by Mead(l) co~ld be fitted better to :a 
' 
Sc·hottky plot than to a Fowler-Nordheim plot (see the section on 






-and Maissel ( 4 )_ ~-!~9-~_rep.o.rted -.. a.· Scehot tky : ..beha,.v:ior-.. --:for·i,- ta:ntall.lDl--·ox:ttre:····< "-.~-->·,-~<""'""'·~~ .. ,.,.,,_~:."..C-,· • ' •" ,,-• ..... •-•.._.,_-~-------=~•~~f ,..;:-_.-~.~.-.• --••• , ............. ~_,.,',-r·~' "';l•;•••'·""·•~'-;~-""fr--·:,._,..,..•s--•~-",.•L·.••-••"._.--,,P", ',•-~ •.•.• ,_- -··•·• - ------~~ i,i-''-;···-··- .• ~-
" .. .,, . •' -
above 'o0 c· but their ·data departs from this behavior at lower tempera-
.. 
"tures. 
Mead( 5) conducted experiments on tantalum oxide and reported a 
current limiting mecllanism due to the bulk properties of the oxide. 
·. -------·--Finally, L~mpert(G)., ·cfrawfng···on_'_experime~t~i--·-~-~~k··--b•y"R~-~~·{7 )~----- ·-~_,. --·#C· .• ,--·-~------------·_ ,--
on cadmium sluf ide, suggested that currents in in·sulators might be 
' 
.. -~. 
.... .. ·- - . .,, ..... ' 
•I. 
----· ·.---·· -·----~-----------·-·-- ' - ... 
--·---- . --, --
. 
. 
-----------·-.::::_______ .. . ~ , - ------------ r 
'\ 
,/"" t: ' ' ....• > '·: ' .. -... -~ ·.:-;~~-,i:hz.:./-~·::~:~il:~;~)..f ~--· · ·~
.. . 





due to space charge limiting modified by the pres.ence of traps in 
the insulator. 
" Other mechanisms which might be considered but which have been 
r~jected by previous wo_r-kers are ionic 'conduction and flaws in the 
oxide. Mead( 5) and Maisse1< 4) f~und that the probability of a flaw 
occurring under a contact was reduced if a sufficiently small contact 
area was used. Presence of such a flaw could be detected by a linear. 
voltage-current dependen-ce with- ·a ·pos_i ti ve te.J!lpera ture coefficient of 
j 
' resistance. Ionic conductivity was rejected beca.use, of the: absence 
of matter ·transport associated with such a mechan·ism: -aµd t_h'.e a.bs.en.ce . 
..... 
of lrails-ient _effects typical. of th·e .l.ow mo'Jl.i.lity· of .i-oni·c car:rie:r:s •. 
B. Purpose of this Study 
It is obvious from the previous w.ork: in :.thi:~f f.ield. that ··th·ere:-
. 
are conflicting reports on the- cond'Ll¢t:j·on m·echan·ism: in oxides, 
notably Maissel' s and Mead's results on .bulk tantalum and sputte~e·d 
.. 
tantalum. This lack of acceptance of a unique conduction mechanism 
for oxj,des suggests t:h:at the domin~nt conduction mechanism m~ght 
vary for oxides form¢(1. :on· :different materials or by different pro-
I 
.. 




--- -· . .,._ formed on· beta- tantalum was selected to be- studfe·d to determine what, .. 
the. dominant conduct-ion mec.ban-i.sm might be. 
., . 
.. <-:-·:.--· ·-•· ,-=···-: - . '·"" ...... ;., . -- .- ·-····-·-···· ._,.., i, 7•·.,_._.,;~:,~·7'····-· ... -- 7,-,-c =:- . ..;....._-.' ·---- ;"-·~-- •, .-.-. ,---~·-:-···-_-,.., •. -,--: "c-,.-: --·-.- -~ -i· -::-·.-·""--; ..,_, "'I:· -·•.,,. .. _ •. ·,. -· .~ - ... :·. - .;.· .,_ -.-;-·· - ~- ·---· ·~· -..t: 
.; 
- -- ...... ···- . -., .. ·- -· .... ,, --~--: .. - - ..... -.. - ... .-. ·- ... · .• · ... -.... -, ............. , .. ·,-s: ... , •. -,- ...• _ ....... , ... 
·/ 
·,. 
-~ -a;· . ·:· .. ------ ....... ·.~· ·----- ;-.::-;.- • • : ···'"! .. -= .. .. ~ 
,. 
·:··· •,; -· -· ·::-· ~ ._. . .. ..; ... _ :, ·.: 




I ___ ,. ___________ .... 
-4-------------------- _______ .. __ __. __ , ....... -- .. . . ----·-- .. ----~-------------~---. ·---· ... - -
.. 11 . 
i&o.:. 
·,~r:~ 
: .. ·. ~ '_· ·; '· .. _ ' 
( .--
-4 
II. THEORKI'ICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
..... 
The conduction mechanisms proposed can be divided into. two ,~-
. -
. categories: emission limited theories and bulk oxide property 
theories .. Emission limited theories assume the current is limited by J' 
some mechanism determined by the interface betwe.en the metal emitter 
and the oxide. Bulk oxide theories assu·me .there is an essentially 
inexhaustible reservoir of carriers at the int:e.rface and that the 
current is limited -by s.ome physica_l .. :m:~_cJ1anis_m act:i-v.e in the bulk of 
the oxide. 
"'· 
The two emis:sj::on 1:itni-.ted mechanisms th~t ha·v-.e b:een .sugg.~s-.ted. 
· are Schottky .el'.nlssion and Fowler-Nordheim .emis:s·i.9n:,., 
A. Schottky Emission 
. . . Schottky emission -is- a field-enhanced, th-e.rinioni¢, :emission 
µescribed by the following relation: (B) 
2 Js = A T exp (1) 
Js - Schottky current 
A - Richardson's constant 
T = Absolute temperature ,,. 
} 
_ • 
-- • _: ;_· - , . - - ~ .. _. •. ,r'"T,.:--'~.11,. _ L .;.:.'.•:•- ;--:-...,::;._•_=:.- .l.-,.;-,.-,·..-~-.-i-~.-rr=,.·,;.-r:·,-'-:..•__.:.;.'!.!...",...<,l:.i:-,c~!-.--';,..;: ~ --:;-.:...:;·.;-.,..- "'::.~,/-~~~,...-.--.:..-.-.--n.-r·,.-·...,.r·· •, ... ~;,.~ _ • ..,_.....,. - '_-r';tr··- ;· I.; ..._ ~·-~ _:·: . ..,~ ."" '-:•.I-) .: ->•',_::_ _____ ,- - .. -.,~ •. -·,-·-•'•A·"-,"\-, ·;·,-•-'--":-.,~·-·:;.·-- ,-·:e·_._,_ ·charge of an electron 
~--.--·----- -------------:...~ 
_, .. ~- .. · ·- _:_: .. ·~ . -· . ·. 





~ - work function of the interface 
. - . F - field strengt~ 
E = permittivity of materia1 
k = Boltzman's constant 
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This can be expres-sed for tantalum-tantalum oxide as 
J~ = J · exp 
so 




The value used for the dielectric constant is 21 as determined by 
Klerer fo·r oxide formed on beta tantalum. ( 9 ) 
$ • 
.,. ·it is obvious that if a current is Schottky emission limited a -
Plot of log J vs. (F)! will be a straight line With a slope of .04 15 
Tll-is :is the Schottky plot. T 
B. Fowler-Nordheim Emission 
Fowler-Nordheim emission is· tunneling: ._f_r6.in- ·tb:e conduction band 
of ·the m.etal to the conduction band of the insulator. The expression 
(10) for -t:h.i.s behavior is gj,ve·n by Good and Muller. as: 




·, l.i••.•1, .. m 
-
mass of ( an electron 
- ..... ·t>· -·;· •.• ,,._ ••. ~ • ·.-'':-·--'- -n,--···. -- .__..,. --- "J --· 
. 3 
. y =-·(e F)-/S·· ·· 
- -v(y) = Nordheim elliptic function 
t(y) = v{y) - 2 v' (y)/3 
.. 
• 
and the other. variables are as·. :.pr·~viously defined. For mks uni t.s 
(4.) 
" 
··- . .t-his becomes I••'•,""' . .. --~ .. :-~.-- '"1 . ~ • 


















. JF = (1.s.4xlO-lOF~/t2(y).0] exp-[ 6.83xl09.0fv(y)/F] 
where y - 3.79 x l0-5(F)/~ 
J. 
This can be expressed as 




where B and C are considered constants-. ·Th·e f:unct.i.onal dependence 
of. t(y) and v(y) on F. is rteglected because t(y) varies from l.~ to 
1.1 as y varies f.rom O, to 1 and v(y) varies from 1.·o to • 7 as y 
,. 
v:a-r:ies from. 0 to ..• 5 ~ .T-he p:resence of tunn.eli-ng· ·as the principal 
2 C\lrrent limiting .. mechantsm could be detected by plotting log (J/E ) .. 
vs .. .1/F :to: s-.ee·. if a st_r:~ight line was obtained. This is the Fowler-
Nordheim ·plot. It should be noted that ther~- is no explicit tern-
P,erature dep_~J:idenc.e: of t·he tunneling curr~tjt: .- ·Howe:ver, a temperature 
dependence .fo.r .t-un·nellng could be accounted· f-or· ·by _a consideration 
of the eff~ct o_f temperature upon 0, the wor:k _function. 
The above analy&is suggests that emt$Si6rt li~ited mechanisms 
can be diff~rentiated by determining the voltage dependence of the 
current.· A plot of log J vs. (F)i will be a straight l~ne if 
-' ~,,. .,... 
' . be a straight line if tunneling predominates. 
The bulk limiting mechanisms, assume that the interface between 
.. 
the metal and the oxide is an ohmic contact and therefore is an 
infinite reservoir of carriers. 
.... ,~- . 
• " f . 
C. Space Charge Limited Currents 
The space charge limited . theo;r_~_e,~ . a:re,_ basecr -~poq ·tb.e. .fact .that 
. 
' 













t ~~ ~ i 
I I. 
1 ~ 
. . ,J 
·t:. 
·., 7 
the carriers inje_ct·ea· into the .insulator are uncompensated and there-
fore represent a space charge. 
. 
-.\ . This space charge serves to limi~1 
the current in accordance with Child's law.(S) Lampert(G) shows the 
current will be dependent upon the second power of voltage for a 
perfect insulator., 
2 . ~ s c = 9 µ, E F t>/ 8d 
• 
J = space charge cur:r·ent. SC 
µ - mobility of cartier 
~--'-
...... , .. 
·E =· ,Pe.imit·-t·ivity -o}'· )na terial 




T.his .ex:p.r.ession must:. be moct_·tf ie:il: t.o ac·count fiq·r the presence of traps 
·which occur in th.e ·fnsu).~:tor. T·hese tr~p:s- -in :the insulator will 
. immobilize sonie:· ·of· the: .injec·ted ·.cha·rge. TJt$s. immobile charge will 
contribute to ·the .sp.a.ce -c·harge out· :not .. to the current. The ref ore, . . . 
. equation (7) must be modified to take ;ac;count of the effect to traps 
in the material. These trap sites might ~lL occur .at a single dis-
crete energy level or they might :be :distri·buted over a range of 
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· . 
· . 
.. . . ~·, ,,. ' ... -~ ,. -~··: :: 
Q- • ':i-·· 
(8) 
• JTSC - current with shallow traps 
~ - nclnt - (Nc/Nt) exp [CEt-Ec)/kT] (9) -
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number of . . conduction band ::n - carriers in 
, ... ·c 
.,.;. 
..... 
=·number of carriers . trapped states n 1n . t 
N 
-
effective densi~y of states in the conduction band C 




energy level of tra:··_s t '.' .. p ., 
.. 
"' .., 
Ec =·energy level'of 'cqnduction band 
All the other symbol$ are as previously defirt~d-. ·The effect of the 
shallow traps is to reduce the current in :the insulator with traps 
. ,, 
below that of the perfect insulator by t~e factor 9/(9+1). J. 
Rose< 7) shows that other expressions may be developed for the 
case where the traps are distributed in energy rather than all at d' . 
the same. energ.Y level. For an even energy distribution of traps, 




Lampert< 6) shows that as charge is injected the Fermi level in 
the insulator shifts. This shift in the Fermi level occurs for the 
following _reason. The Fermi level in th.e material is defined by the 
relati-0n · .. --
... _,. .. 
. ' 
#-All symbols- are as previously defined. 
in the conduction band is given by· · . 
-
'. 
. ... w 
.,, 
(12) 
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nc ;::: tot,al number of ca-·rriers ·fn ·th·e· c.,qnduct i'on · band 
n0 , = ~quilibrium number of thermally gen~rated carriers 
~i = ~arriers injected.into insulator due to the applied fi'eld 
.-:A~· 'n.i "increases the Fermi level must shift u_p in energy_.to, compensate 
.. 
for· the increased number of carriers in the conduction band. If the 
:F'ermi level passes through a trap level, an abrupt_ increase in 
cur·rent will be observed. This current c:a·n be shown to be dependent 




The behavior of a material acting in accordance with this theory 
tl· was described ~ Lampert (G) in terms of Figure 1. In a perfect ma-
terial two types of behavior might be .. expect~d. At low fields the 
injected charge will be small .and conduction will be due to thermally ; 
generated carriers. Th.is will result in an ohmic behavior a~ shown 
by curve I. As cbaige ~s injected, space·charge effects will begin 
to appear and· ~ :transition to the square law behavior of equation (7) 
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were the injected carriers in th·e conduction band and the thermally ~ 
:g~ner-at.ed carriers are equal and is given by 
\, 
(14) 
·! . • . ~. 
,,1, Where 
... . 
- transition :f·i.eld. 
.. ' ·-· - ~ . 
.,.. . ,. . . . . :-..·.· ' ., ... ·.: 
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and all other symbols are as previously defined. 
The presence of traps in the material modifies the behavior 
in two fashions. First it delays· the transition from ohmic to square 
law behavior. This occurs because a portion of the injected charge 
is immobilized in the traps, reducing the·~·-in.jected charge in the 
conduction band. The result ~s the voltage at which the injected 
'carriers and thermally generated carriers are equal is -increased 




The other effect of tile t-raps. is to produce a sharp increase in 
current with field when the traps become fill_ed, as shown by curve III 
in Figure 1. When the traps fill all addi ti.o~_a.1 injected carriers 
-
are available in the conduct.ion band, resulting in an abrupt increase 
in current. The field at: wlri:q_h t:h·e traps become filled is given by 
Lampert(G) as 
(16) 





expdhential cti~ve lII of Figure 1. 
As more charge is injected, the material once again becomes 
f 
space charge limited and conduction returns to a square law behavior 
of curve II. 
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D. Mead's Theory 
:, 
. Mead(5) proposes that the conduct':i.-.on mechanism is limited by 
one of four processes, depending upon the conditions of temperature 
and field. He suggests that at low temperatures and low fields 
tunneling from the metal to the conduction ·band of the oxide does 
o~cur as reported by Fisher and Giaever( 2). for other conditions of 
temperature and field, various,mechanisms occurring .in the bulk of 
the oxide are propOsE;id. 
At high temperatures ·and low fields he proposes that conduction 
... -~~. by thermally excited electrons jumping from one isolated state to 
·another. This mech·anism yields an ohmic characteristic, exponentially 
dependent. on temper,ature. 
. At low temp~ratures ·and high. f·ie-1:d:s,: he .s.ug;ge_sts that current 
flow is limited by f.i:eld ioni.zatio11.: ·Q.:( t.rapped electrons i·nto the \__ 
conduct ion band. This . mec'ba:t1ism i.s discussed by Chynoweth ( ll) . The 
behavior is described by th~ :r~lation 
' . 
where 
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. ,,, . - ~ ',; 
· I i 
; 
·-
and all other symbols are as p;r~viou.sly defined .. --T·his relation is 
the same as equation (4) for the Fowler-Nordheim model for tunneling 
at the oxide-metal interface except the energy barrier is now l/1 rat'her -t 
than ~. 
'--·· . / 
_-. 
At ·high fie~ds and high temperatures, the··rate limiting step J.s · ·• / 
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conduction band. This process is known as .:the Pool~-Frenkel effectC12). ·· 
This behavior is described by the relation 
(18) 
C = constant, characteristic of the process·. 
The difference between the mechanisms su·ggested by Mead(S), the 
.. 
tunneling mechanism of Giaever(2), · and the Scllbttky emission mechanism 
"" (4)' 
.. of Maissel is the source of the electrons. Mead consider~ filled 
trap sites in the oxide as the source of electrons, with conduction 
. 
limited by the excitation process from the sites. Maissel and 
Giaever consider the metal as the- source of electrons with conduction 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Considerations in Design of.the Experiment 
'. '\ 
-
·. The design of the experiment to determine the conduction 
mechanism required that provision be made to vary the voltage, tem-
perature, and thickness of the test specimen. 
"· The selection of a method of voltage coritrol was governed by 
the. tallowing consideration. The specimen to be tested was electri-
cally a capaci t_or· with a time constant of the order of magnitude of 
10-20 seconds. DC testing would require extremely long waiti:µg · 
periods t6 permit chargtnC c~rrents to decay to levels where the 
leakage current~ could t,e accurate_ly measured. This presented two 
problems... The·· f fr~t was the undesirability of th·e loQg times its elf, 
,b.eca.u.se of th:e.- possibility of damage to the oxide at_ the higher 
·. 
c:.urrent apd -voltage levels due to int~rnal _heating, and ·the greater 
s:t"a.·q.ili":ty :required of the teniperattir-e controller because of the 
1o·itger tes-ting time at a given temperature. ,[he second was that DC 
.. ,·· ... , . 
. testing would require point by point recording of data With the 
possibility of missing significant effects·by a poor choice of points. 
. 
i 
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voltage relationship ~ould then be plotted electTonically. The 
linear nature of the voltage change would cause the charging current 
to be constant, and this could simply be subtracted from the total 
current. Finally, the possibility of damage. to the oxide would be 
. - -· reatlced: becaus·e 'the time ·at the "liigher vo·1.tages and currents would 
fP' 
·be significantly reduced. 
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The control of temperature was obtained by buil-ding a low 
temperature chamber capable of obtaining temperatures between 77°K 
) 
and 400°K. 400°K was the highest temperature to pe used since 
Young(lJ) reported the film remained amorphou? below this temperature 
. 
and Vermilyea ( l 4) . demonstrated there was no significant thermal 
' 
oxide growth below this tentperature. Temperature measurement was 
made separately by means of a thermocouple which reduced the demands 
on the stability of· the. controller. It -was only n~cessary to hold 
the temperature for ·t.·he ·s-hort period of time (approximately thirty 
" . - , -·~-
,p• 
seconds) necessary t.q· m~l."ke one sweep of the ramp generator. Tempera-
ture measurement. could' Qe inade during t:his time by the independent 
thermocou,pi,e, _giving Ji :good· temperature determination. Temperature 
_pbints· we~e $eleGt:e·ct to give approximately equal intervals on both 
a loga:rithrnic· :a;nd a reciprocal scale •. : 
It was necessary. to control the moi.stur.e· ads:orbed on the surf ace 
of :th·e· oxide s.ince Schwartz(lS) had demonst·ra:t.e.d .. that :it could have 
a .significant effect on the conduction. T.he effect was minimized 
0 in two ways. First by -h.eating the specimen to 130 C prior to test 
to drive off ~~sorbeH moisture. Second, by the polarity of th~ 
with resp.ect to the other electrode, the effect of adsorbed moistu-r_e 
. . . 
was almost completely elimip~t.~~. The ref ore,. this' polarity was 
s.:-elec.ted for the test. 
The specimen prep~ra t ion was governed by the· fallowing con-. 
s iderations. All the specimens were .,.placed upon one slide· to reduce 
differe~ces du~: to P.repa_rJ1!ti.on of the slide; eit:ti.er. in sputtering.,. . 
I • • 
• . 
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·I 
anodization, or cou:p.:t¢r ·~tect,:rpde fabrication. · 'Phe thickness of 
the oxide was determined by the anodization constant. The thicknesses 
used were -selec;ted to ·give equ.al intervals on a logarithmic scale. 
B. Specimen Descript-1.on 
The experimental work of this thesis was :d9he on tantalum pent-
oxide, anodically formed on sputtered beta tantalum~ A counter 
electrode of gold was evaporate.d. over the oxide. Electri'cal contact 
was made t:a the .gol·d .and t.o the tantalum. The si·ze of the gold c~n-
tacts w:a~t ·2 .3 ~- ·.::.575 mm. which·. gave a contact area of 1.321 square 
:millimeters. The· slide was divided in.to ·ftve parts of 50, 150, 450, 
0 
1350· and 4050 A oxide thickness, and six :gqld e1ectrodesfwere formed 
0 
o~ each part except for the 50 A sectioh which had eight electrodes. 
~ ' Figure .2 shows the· vari.ou:s· stages in the preparation of the specimen. 
-·~ 
C. Specimen Preparation 
I! x 3 inch slides of 7059 glass had beta tantalum sput:be:re'cf on: 
them in the In-Line IV machine at the Princeton Research Center~ 
Sputtering conditions were 4 KV at 800 ma. in an atmosphere of 50 
0 
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tantalum. Exact figures for each of the specimens are given in 
Table I. Thickness of the tantalum was v~rified by beta back 
scatter and Talysurf measurements. The tantalum was verified as 
,-.. 
being the beta phase by X-ray diffraction patterns. 
•." ... 
. Af.ter sputtering, 'the slides were electrolytically etched to 
- .. - .. -·-·· .. - ... . ~" . .', .... 
. ~ 
· give a suitable. pattEfrn ·for further work. The pattern. :a+t·er etching 
( 
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is shown in Figure 2-B. A photoresist of KMER was used ·to protect 
. . 
~he pattern. The·etching medium was lithium chloride in methanol • 
... 
Following the etching, the·slide was anodized in five steps. 
The anodization volta_ges were 3, 9, 27, 81 and 243 volts. The entire 
sli'de was anodized at 3 volts,_ withdrawn 13. 7 mm·., anodized at 9 
volts, withdrawn 12 mm., -and the proce~s c;:orft_inued until all five 
thicknesses of oxide had been formed. The anod.izat:ion was done at a. 
constant current of 35 ma. to the voltage .ne,@-ssary t·o give the 
.. 
cleslr-ed thickness a·nd then at constant yo.ltage. until the current 
\vas 10 · ua. or lepS ~· T.h-e slide·, after anodization, is. shown in Figu_r·e 
2-C. The thickness. _qf the f:ilms was determined -by use of the 




. Th_e gold coµ11t~ft- ~l~ctrod·es -wer-e: ~-v:ap·orated in a bell jar vacuum 
sy,stem. The slides' w.ere :plac-ed in. th:e ch_-aniber :wh.ich was evacuated to_ 
·1··0· .. --G .. · .. -
. · . . . ri:mn • of Hg or less . 
',:". 
surface and improve- .. {~¢- ~dhesion of the gold.: Then the gold was 
evaporated. This .,~Qmpieted the preparation of the slides which were 
then ready for testing. The completed slide is shown in Figure 2-D. 
D. Environmental Equipment 
The equipment used in the :e_x-pe1~imen.:t· consisted of a double-
walled copper-stainless steel chamber which held- the specimen during the 
test. This chamber was·held in a Dewar whiGh contained liquid nitrogen • 
. The .. inner wall of the chamber was wrap-ped with a ·heater-whtc·h was -
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perature. Figure 3 shows a cross-section and: F.:.igur.e. 4 a photograph 
- of the environmental equipment. The inner chamber was filled with 
nitrogen under a positive pressure at a flow rate of 50 cc/min.· to 
eliminate condensation effects during the test. The nitrogen was 
0 99. 95% pure w·it.h: a dew point of -90 F. as de,teftm.lned by :the· supplier. 
E. Tempe_.r~Jure_ .. :Measuremet1.,:,~ . and Cont ro 1 ·,, 
.Temperatures were m·easured by means of. copper-constantan ther-
mocouple and _a Leeds & N-or't~.hrop 8690 potentiometer. The thermocouple 
was calibrated against .a pl~tinum resistance: th~rmometer in the range 
from -7o0 c to 130~C and _aga:inst a li.q\i':i:d n~:trogen bath for the low 
temperature.· The liquid :nitrogen u-sed ;for the· calibration was 99.95% 
:Pure w-i.th: 10 ppm o2 , 1 p_pni .co2, :as .delerm:tn~ect· by. the supplier. 
F. -Electrical Measurement-s .. 
A ramp generator w-as· tJs.ed to: ~pp:l·y- vc>'lta;.g~ to· the test specimen •. 
A schematic diagram of t:h¢' ramp ge_ne.r.a.tor ·iis shown in Figure 5. The 
voltage across the s·petti~en ·was· .measured by a HP 412 AR vrVM and the 
cu-rrent. through the specim~n. °\vas measured with a HP 425 micromicroarn-




·._L~~~~:':o.:=:r,e'('l'Cl',~~~-;,,~: ..• i.~::~-,,"'"'-'''MA~i~.v,~-the -X-axis and y~ax:lS resp-ec_t i ve ly of a Hous ton .. ~~abt>r:ato·ries 
·<-
x-y record.er to ·gi-ve a pe:t~~-i).eri-t record of the results. 'l'b-~ equipment 
., 
'used f_Qr the meas~rement:s is :~hown in Figure 6 and the sp·e-ciµien holding 
... fixture in Figure 7. 
G. 
. .. ·- _.-, -._,_ ' - . 
-The specimen under tes-'t_ wasi p'l"ce_cf, 1-n· the holding fixture in the • "-. JI 
- ... -- .;._, .. .:. ..... .:., .. , .. - .. .. •..... ' . .... -d. , ........ ,,. ,·.:.,·· r .. . '!.. -~ .. --- -·. - ·- . ~-~- ,, "' .... - - -~· .. ·-· ...... --·- .-··: . - _/···_. ~-·-.· -~·.·,' ' ·- --·- . 
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environmental chamber which was then flushed :wl.th nitrogen and 
'O 
heated to iao C to drive off ads.orbed moistu.re. Then it was brrugh·t 
0 
to the temperature ·()f the t,est. Each sample on the slide was alter-
nately connected to. ·t.-lle· :ranip. generator and recording ,~quipment as 
shown in Figure 8.. Th·e voltage and current were. ·recorded on the .x-y· 
recorder. .Upon comp::letio.n ·of .testing at one temperature a new 
·temperature was se.l.ecteq: or testing was terminated. When testing 
was terminated t·he ·s·pec'iinen. was placed in a desi.ceat.or, :f.or storage. 
When testin.~ wa.s· re.s·umed. t,he, sp,ecimen was ag~iri 'heated: to 130°c 
before .~ny t;:~:s·ts were nrad~.f.~ 
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I ~. IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Preliminary tests were made on several samples to establish the 
range of currents and voltages to be_ expected and the capabilities 
·of th~ measuring equipment. During-the prove-irt. it was noted that 
0 
.currents in the 4050 A specimen could be measure·d on:ly at the highest 
.. 
temperature of the exper·iment:. Therefore, no. data are reported on 
this thickness. 
It was observed that :th:e behavioT of the specimen was permanently 
changed if the field exc.eeded a critic al value. Exceeding th-e maxi-
mum voltage produced .~ permanent shift in the Gt1·rren:fr~·v9:ltage charac-
t<eris·tic. The direct:j..,on of the shif-t was not tJrtiq.ue, somet':im.e.s: it 
was to the left and _s;ome.time.s to ·t.he .r::Lgb.t.~ T·h·.e. 'range :of ·volt·ages: · 
. ' changes: .:oQcu.r:red s:o that chang:e.s il): the behavior of the spec·fmen.s 
, 
c'ould :be ·asc·ribed to fh:e :it.1.dependent parameters. Maximum th'iq~IlE:!~s. 
of the test are given in Table II. 
Wlien these preli;m'inary studies were-: compiet.ed a new slide was 
selected for experimental measurements. Stµ:<Jy· O'f the results re-
v e:a.led that the behavior of all specimen$ of each thickness was 
sf.1nilar.. The ref ore, typical samples of. each thiakness were selected 
for further analysis. The~ data for the samples analyzed are shown 
in Table III. The analysis was conducted to determine which of the 
following four models best explained the behavior of the material. 
The models considered 0 in anal~zing the data were: 
1. Schottky emission 
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:2... :Fowler-Nordheim emission .,.. . 
... ,: 
3~ Trap excitation 
"' 4 • Spac.e charge ·.lim-it ing 
The applicability ·of a partic·ular· mo~~1 :w-as d·e.te·;r'rnine.d by comparing 
the experimental data to the predi.9ti.o:h .o.f· t:.he .znocle1. 
When the data were f.it.t~.d :to the predictions. of each of the f.(lUr · 
. -
. ... · 
.. 
. ·r; 
:models, it was found that ·t··he space charge limited model gave .th.e 
best ,fit., ·The· ai1.~l.-y.slsf.or each of the models is as follows: 
A- Fit of the Data to a Space Charge Limiting Model 
The experimental data were compared to the ,current-voltage 
c'haracteristic :p.;re.dicted by a space· c-ha.r.g,e limiting theory of con-
:ctucti.on.. ·the :t.heory~ predicts a cU'r_re.nt'.--volta.ge characteristic .f:q:r 
an .in.s:ulat-.o·r as~ $.Jiown in Figure ·g. _f::o·µr di.stirict regi.~>n.s· oc .. c·ur :i'n· 
the characte·rtst.fc. At low fie:1ds th(f behavio:;r· is: ohmic·, i.e., 
J is proportiona.l to -F.. This .is r.egfon. l .. The. -oh·mic behavior ;• . . ,•· .... 
.:. ... . . . ~ ~-: . .iii· 
field since they -ar~ ·-p-rin<;:'j.:p.a.llY· the:rllialiy· _generated,, i.e., no, 
the thermally generated:: q~rr.ier- ,dEf~si/ty,. is much larger than ni, the: 
,, in.jected carrier den:si t'y ~ .( · .. as·: t:h·e field is increa·sed the number of ,,· 
.inj·ected carriers will increase. As hi becomes larger, space charge 
e-.f.fects will :b~co.me noticeable. and a· transition from ohmic to square 
law behavior will occur. When n1 is much larger than .n0 , the current 
.; ·wtll be space· -charge limited and J will be proportional to F2 • This , · 
- '' j.s -region -I l . 
-,·. ,, . ' .,.. 
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The-- curves in region I and. II on Figure 9 are the asymptotes 
,, to the ohmic .and the square law behavior. Their intersection is the 
. (6} point where n
0 and ni are equal and is given by Lampert as 
. 
. F;R - (ed/t)Nt exp [CEf-Et)/kJ (19) 
As the field is further increased, the traps. in tt.le insulator 
·Will become filled. When this occurs, the charge in-J:e.cted by further 
increase in field is all available for conduction •. : Therefore, the 
current will. inc·re.as.e- as some high powe·r· of· the fi·eld, i.e., J will 
be proportiona.l ·to Fn(G). ·· The val:u:e .of t;.:be_ exponen·:.t' ts dependent 
·up:on the density or traps anci. '.t-heir· ·di:stri_bution .i.n ener.gy. This i's 
region III on Figure: :.9:. Th·e· lnt~rs·ecti.on o:f' the asymptote to this 
l 
.. 
:curve and the. ohmi:c: ·cu,rve of-: :r.eg·i-on: I ts:. :_g:i._ven oy Lampert ( 6 ) as 
'(20) 
As th·e field is fu.rt}l~r increas.ed. ti)~' current again becomes space 
2 :c·harge limfted an·a J .. :1:.s a.g_atn ;p.ro-p9.rt.ional to F as shown in regio:rt 
IV of Figure 9 .. 
. ' ' \ ' '.. ,· ,.;: ·, l ~ 
The data obtained i-ri, this study :~tel n·ot cove.r:: a- wi¢1.~ -~·nough 
... 
:~. 
-r.~n~~ of field for any :one· sa~p·le to display the full ·character±s·tl_q· .. 
. _. ·, ·- . -~ . . . . . ..... '• .... 
~ .. ,.. -
. " T:he· r~nge of data was: t·imit·-~d be.cau~e :at high temperatures the 
). 
spe't]:·1rr.rerts failed at the h.i:ghe:r fields. At low temperature the cur-
·rents at the low field:s .cou1d not be measured. 
A satisfact~ry fit of th~ data to the predicted.:c:b.aracteristic····--
•· - ;. ' ' ..... 
.. · was obtained by considering .the effect of. temperature oli the , .... ··- .. 
. . . .... , 
. ... ": . ' 
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' .. 
·behavior of'. :regtbn I, Figure 9. A .d·ec:reas.e in te~perature will 
cause the line ·-io shif·t down as shown by the characteristic for T.2 • 
Equation (19) shows tbe txan~ition voltage, F;R will shift to tb~ . , 
left with decreasing ten(p.e.rature. This is also shown for T2 oli 
Figure 9. FrFL is s:~own by equation (20)- to be temperature inde- .. .-. · 
pendent. For lower temperatures the Gbar:acteristic will be as shown 
in- F.igure 9. - Th.i_s (family of cbarac·t··e·r::i·s.ti.cs st1ggest_s that the behavior 
o.f a :specimen woul9- exhibit a transitiqri .. fr.om a first order behavior 
I 
··at high temperatures t.o second order, tb~ri to ·.-h1gb·~r order and re-
turning to ~.econ·d· ·ord:e·r with successively low:er te·mpera tu res. Consider 
a specimen. pp.e;r-a-ting in. the current :ra:nge :from J 1 to J2._ o.n Figure 9. 
At T 1 its. beha_yior· is ohmic. At T2 .it· :would exhibit a t.ran:sitio_n. 
from _ohmic to _square "iaw. At ·T'.a4' tt would exhibit a tran_s·.itio.n f·ronl 
orde:r beha·.vj.or .. : ... -
. . ,· 
,. . 
. ;C,o.nsideration of- ~·a;c,h ,of .t·-he sp·e.cim¢)1s· show~. exactly· tt~.ts· c-h·ang¢ 
-of· :f·:ype of behavior with decre~~fi_n_g .te·mpe·f·at.ur.e-. 
0 
The 50 A film in Figure 10 shows an ohlir:i.c.: beh·av·:i.or at 380°K . 
. At 290°K, it is, Qperatin·g in the transition regi.on vib:ere the current 
is cha!}ging f·rom an ohm.ic to ,a square law g~pend·ence- oi:i. voltage. . At. 
,- • •,o• ,. •:'-'.a;,_ YI• 
,. . ~ .. - . 
'• ~ ~ ..... -·i;:,:J/,·ft":· •. . ....... ; l 




t.he highest, ·te.mperatures, it is operati.ng: i_n th~· reg~_9n _wh.ere the 
cur·rent has· a high order· q.~pendence on vol-tag~~-· 
0 
The 150 A film in Figure 11, shows the ohmic behavior at 380°K • 
. • 'It is operating in the transition region from ohmic to square .,law 
·.dependence o~ voltage at ~90°K. At the higpes_t temperatures, -the 
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The 450 A film ift Figure 12 is operating in the transition 
. . 0 
region from ohmic to square law behavior at 380·K; It is in the -
transition region. from square law behavior to a high order voltage 
0 0 , 0 dependence at 290 K. At 214 Kand 148 K, it is dperating ift the 
0 
region of higher order dependence of current on voltage._ At 114 K 
. . 
and 101°K, .. it show~ the transition from high·er order dependence of 
current back.to a square law dependence. 
0 
0 
The 1350 A film in Figure 13 shows the ohmic behavior at 380 K 
• 
_and_ t.ne t-ransition from higher order dependence of curr~nt on voltage 
./ 
-t-o- a s¢:cond: o;r;~er c:le.:p·endence . 
.B:. Fit of Data to a Schottky Model 
·1n the c_ase of the Schottky model .the best comparison is 
(F) ! .. ot>tained , log. • by plotting J vs. The Schottky lnodel as. ,:sho~n in 
equation. (2':) · p:r.e':cticts t·he following voltage dependence 
A' 
.(21) 
lf .iQ~ J vs. (F)! is plotted a straight line. wit}) a_ ~lOp.e gfven by 
(22) 
. ' 
_._. .. ___ :,.~-. ··---- .. _:,_:· .... ----~sult-s .•. . Eo~. mks uni ts tJ1is. reduces- t-0.-_-- --.04 . J.5/T. The experimental 
:{ 
data are plotted· fn ·tnis fashion ln Figures 14,. · 15, 16, arid 17. ..It--
would app'ear, at ·first, that a Schottky emission behavior is evidenced, 
sine~ the majority of .the. cuz:v.es·--give a good straightj line fit. The' 
. " 
. _ slopes ct!' the exper.imen.t'al ct.a.ta do not agree .. with the values. predicted 
by the S~hottky model, h·owever. The calculated values and observed 
. ( 
... 
.. . . L...a -
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values ar(! liSte(!\in Table IV for each· of the test.,. conditions. The 
0 
value for the sample: at 1350 A and· 1·17°K .gives good agreement with 
the predicted·· value. All the other experimenta.1 values give signif1-
cant deviations from predicted valuirs. Examination of e4uation (22) 
.show$ ·that the dielectric constant is the only vari.able in the cal-
cula.t:~d slope not known to 1% ,accuracy. or better and it would have 
.to be in error by a fa·ct:or of 2 or more to bring the calculated value 
~ 
and. o:bs·erve_d va.lu.e into. agr.e~m¢nt·.: ·Therefore, the difference between 
t:h.e observ·ed .and the eai_cUl,ate.d· s1opes cannot be ascribed to errors 
in the : ¢a~ul,ate.d v,a;:ue:s .• l1t :is con·cl.Ud¢d: that the Schottky model 
'does r1o;t c:l~sc-rib·e ,the ob.servep data becau_se of -this.- .lack =of agreement 
" 
.be.tween .th$ calculated :a..p.d :predicted slope . 
.. c. F.it of the Data to a Fowler-Nordheim Model 
Th·e Fowler-Nordheim .model for tunnel !2miss·i.o.n :predJ_ot:s f:or. 
:_f.oJ1,ow_1ng current-vol-tag.~ behav·i.or 
JF: 




. F..or tn}{s· units 'll ,i::S :given: ·by 
·. 
.. 





a-nd C :i'.~ ;g:::t.v.e n b_y 
3 
:~. 
-6.83 X 109 0""]; v(y). 
-~- . -- ____ ..,. - -·-- ----- . _ _. ; ,i_ - • ' - ··-· ·-' _ .. _ •.•.• , -· - ..... - ·• ..... -
·--{ 24) 
· (25) 
. ,- -· - - • - ,. • • - . c, 
- ' A strafght line w-i-th cl.,· slope given by equation (25) and an _ 
intercept given by- equa.tion. (24) w:ifl result when log (J/F2 ). i's 
. _ ... •: ~ ( .- .:•: . .. - -
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plotted against 1/F. The experimental data are plotted 'in this 
fashion in FiKures 18-23. If the data agreed with the model, the .I . 
curves would be str,aigb.t lines. But for each of the fallowing con-
·. ·;c-:'i-}7r/f·, .. ":~.·:r; ..... .,...:,.· ... ·, . \, · d-it,ions, the curve$_ ·h:_ttve either a posi.tive slope, a definite curvature·, ' 
' 
or both: 
1. At· 380°K and 290°K for all specimens 
0 
'.2 •. · At 215°K and 117°K for the 450 A specimen 
0 
. 
. S •.. At all temperatures. for the 1350 A specimen 
T·he analysis of tb~. :re·maining nine tests is complicated ··b,ec-ause 
a value of ~ could not: b.e- found for the tantalum-tantalum oxide inter-













f·or: comparison with the observed: v.·~-lu{~-::.: 
A technique wh-icll.. wi_ll. :perm-it: t_he ·comparison. oJ· t'he experimental.' 
data and th~ predictions of ·the mode.+ i:s to -:e~-alc.u_late f6 from the slope . 
. '.Of ·t.he _c.urve, us.ing_· .eq4.ation (25) and then use ·this value of '1 to cal-
cu-la-tEf t:h~ i:nte~c
1
E?pt us:ing equation (24). This calculated value ~f 1 
,;~he .. inte-:rcept can · then be compared with the int:ercept observed by 
extrapolating the experimental data. Use of this technique requires 
·.a ·t--r:i~l and ~rror :solution because the function v(y) in the slope is 
__.J\. -f, an elliptic Junction of 121 "and an explicit solution for ~ cannot be 
. 
- - -- - : .. -:~·.-': ·-- . 
derived. 
Since tunneling is most likely to ·be· imp:ort:~nt -at low temperatures ' 
0 • 
and- in thin films, the 50 A, 117°K test was selected as being the most 
likely to exhibit .tunneling. The observed slope from Figure 20 is 
"' 
. .,.-·~.::'" ~. • H • .... • 
• -
- H 
-·~, ..... , 
f .1.r_st ·approximate calculation of 
... 9 .. • ...; ..... ; •• .: • .', :._.~·-· :· •• -·.,-,- .--- ........ ''1 
1. 78 x 10 ... The value of y for the 
., 
. 6 ... .. . 
~ was-determined by using an F of 225 x 10 -vol rs/meter. and. the work -·( ' .... 
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'function of ta.ntal,um, ·4 .2. electron vol ts .. This value of J~ was 
~ 
selected as a -s·tart.ing point since the max.imqn1 ·value of fJ that could 
' 
b·e expected was the work functio.ri .of tantalu.m in:to a vacuum. The 
value of y calculated from these :pumbers W.as -.1.'32. Values. v(y) 
./, .,,., .•· .. ,, . ' . 
were obtained frg.m Goop and Muller(lO). Succ~.ssive approximations 
·'._.., 
:yielded a final value .993 ev for fJ when tl)e s:J·ope was -1.78 x 109 
and F was 225 x ~06 volts/m~ter: Using- thf~~al~e of~ in equation 
(24), and assumin_g t(y) was one (this asr~qmpt:i.qh, appears valid since 
t(y) ranges from 1.0 to 1.1(lO)) yielded a valu~ of 2.45 x 1.0-1~1 
2 
amp/volt · •. Thus,, the·. model predicts fhat. a speqipie~ · wi'th a slope 
· o:( J .• 78 x 109 should :h·a·v:e an int.er.c.ept of· 1 .. 55 x 10-'lO ~mp- /·vott2 •: 
. . .>-. 
.,,...,., .. -
-15 · . ·.· 2 :r .. ne actual intercept fo:r thts. spec·tmen. was 2. 7 x 10 · amp /vqlt- ~-
On this basis. lt .is c.oncluded that this sampl:e unde·r· ·the·se test 
-conditions does :hot f-it the Fowler-Nordheim modEfl.. S'ince it is the 
.. 
:most likely condl:t;io:11 to fit the model, the F·ow.l'er-NordJleim model 
is rejected. 
The mode'l c--an -alS,b be :t'-~-j'ected: -fo:r· fh~s-e data- by considering 
·the: inter.cepts ·a1on·e=. :Ex-a.mination of .equa.tion. (24) -shows the .. i.nt·er-
·cept will be a m'±n~nfu1n when ~ and ,t.(y)' are -ma.ximuhl. .-S . .fnc,e the maximum 
value of Sis the 4.2 ev work f unctlori of .. t·a,nta1u.m- int:o· a vacuum and I!. . .. , . .. . 
of t(y) is i.1< 10?, the lTlinirnum value of the interce.pat can be calculate.d 
t b·.e 3·.03 10-11 ;· 1·t2 ·E · t· 1 f F" 21 22 d 23 o x amp· vo.. . xamina ion o igures , an · 
;. 
...11 -
sh·ovis this is several orders of magnitude· larger than the intercept· for 
0 
~ 
'the ~xperimental data. The intercepts .for these·curves are shown. in 
... - .... •-··-· .. ' ,., ,_ -- . . . - -·, r" •. ~-- - . --· -- - ·- • ···--- _,._, -· ... ,. . . 
. ··- -· -···· -4. . --:a • -· 
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' D. Fit of the Data to Simultaneous Thermionic Emission and Tunneling 
The possibility that simultaneous Schottky and Fowler-Nordheim 
· 
. . (17) emission was occurring was next considered.j ·M~rphy and Good 
develop a general equation for emission at a metal-insulator inter-
face. They show that t:pis general relation can be reduced to the 
Schottky relation or to the Fowler-Nordheim relation if the field 
. and temperature fall between certain limits. The region where the 
general 'equation reduces to the Schot~ky case is defined in terms 
of a parameter 
.,. 
3 
P - (F)4 / kT (26) 
-The field and energy in th±$ E:1:x:presston· are e~pressed in dimension-
less .Hartree un.it·p .• These are obtained 'by di_viding field by 
l61r4m2e 5/h4 .:.... 5.15 x 1011 volts/~eter and.' d°ividing energy by 41r2me4/h2= 
27.2 ev. Thei~ development requires that P be less than 1. For the 
conditft>..n.S of th-i_s experiment this- condition was not met,. so that it 
·wa.$ not p_ossib.le to fit· the· ct·ata to. the combined emis·s.ion expression. 
) 
t\\, .• :.i..,, 
'-.. 
.Jt. ·Fit of the Data to Mead's .Model 
Mead's proposals for the conduction mechanism were: 
1' 
Ir 1. Tun.neling across the met-al-oxide interface at low t_emperature 
and low field. 
.... 
2. Ohmic conduction at high tempe·rat11r.e and· low field· d=ue, to 
' 
electrons jumping from· one trap. s·ite t.o the next . 
. , 
•::-
: .. 3. FieJ.d ion~.~~-~~o~. O.,~. :t_r~p~ ~t. lqw ... t.~mpe:ratur.es.. and high f ield.s. 
~-
• J 4. Thermal excitation of traps at high temperatures and _high field;. 
• 
---- -··· ..• ·-•'' .. - .. •·•·•·. •, - . t. - - -, 
,I..,•. • 
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Each of these four proposals was considered in turn to determine 
. I;.: ... " 
,.,. II,. •_;._•_. - -
if the experimental data would satisfy such a model. The tunneling 
proposed in t~e first point is described by the Fowler-Nordheim model 
. 
and. it was demonstrated in section :tv-c that the data did not fit a 
["' 
.• .r Fow·ler-Nordheim plot. Therefore, this, eff·ect is not present. 
The ohmic behavior of the second :p.o.int is present • 
Field ionization of traps as given by equation (17) has the same 
mathematical forn.i as the Fowler-Nordheim equation (4). It was demon-
strated in section· 1v~c of this thesis that the data did not fit the - -
~ 
~ Fowler-Nordheim equation, so it- ls concluded- that the mechanism of 
field ionization- of trap.s ts· ·not oc.cu:rring._ ~ ', ... ,. 
The fourth -p·:rop:Q.sa>1 .. of:· .thermal ·exc:itat) .. Qn .. of' traps is described 
by the equati,o;n .. 
. ' ,', 
-·· . . ~- J - CF exp - { e [ Vi - (eF /11" E ) ! ] / kT } 
.H log J/F vs. (F) ! is plotted, a Straight lille should r~sult. 
is done in Figure 24. It is obv.ious· th·e· cu-rve:s ar.e :not straight 
lines. So this effect is not -pres.e.nt. 
(29) 
This 
It has been shown that only one ·of the·: :f·our effects' predicted by 
Mead's theory is. evidenced by the da_ta. ;there.fore - it ,is concluded 
-· . . . . . ' 
.... - - .. - --- - -·-. -
that t.lfese' data do not fit Mead's tbeor_y .. 
F~ Summary 
Four possible mechanisms for electronic conduction in tantalum 
!~ . . . 
- .,. ··--
pentoxide an(?dic~lly formed on 1:)eta tantalu!ll were considered· •. These --- -- ---
were:_ 
- •,:: .... 
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Field enhanced, thermionic emission as described by the 
{.~ 
-Schqttky equation (8). 
Tunneling as described by the Fowler-Nordheim equation(lO). 
Trap exci~ation by several mechanisms as described by Mead< 5>. 
lt was c~cluded that the data best fit the predictions of the space 
. ~ ... ._· · .. 
: '. ! : ,.-v . _'::_ .'. : 
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V. -SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
., 
(Q, There,, were three effects noted· during the experimental part of .~~-;-
the work which could· be investigated further. These were an anomalous 
capacitance effect, a time-dependent voltage-current relation, and an 
irreversible change in the conductivity of the oxide. 
. .. 
Anomalous Capacitance Effect 
One of the techniques used to measure the thickness of films is 
~' 
by capacitance measurements. In this technique the film is used as 
,, 
the dielectric of a parallel· plate capacitor and the thickness cal-
culated from the formula 
C = E A/d 
C = capacitance 
,,·,; 
A = Area 
other symbols as pr.evlo:u::s.1y· de_fined.-. 'W·_h.en the capacit--ance of the 
s._pecimens in th.is .exper·iment were measured it was found that -they 
·differed from the pre.dieted values by several orders of magnitude. 
The predicted values are based upon the thickness calculated fro~ 
the ,ano.diza t ion constant . Table VI lists predicted and observed. 
:ya.Jtie·s- for several specimens. lf 1/C is ·plotted again,pt d as. in 
i-· Flttire 25, the intercept at dz. O ;1S not at O but at some finite 
~alue. ·The behavior suggests that a capacitance of the order of I 
5000 uuf is in s~ries with,the oxide structure. A similar effect 
' 
was r_ep~rted.·by Mead(lS). This may also account fo:r. the ·high 
.anodization constant reported by Namba, 0et al. C19), · since they de-
, 
-
" . . 
~--·------ ------~--1---'"'"......----...--.-~--~ ·--- - -- - ·--·---·---!-·-"---. - ·--------~-·---
... --
"'' .~ 
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termined the anodization constant by capacitance measurements on 
films. 
Relaxation Effects 
It was observ.ed·~ W:hen the ramp voltage was applied to the· thicker 
specimens at. lower temperatures, that the current would decrease at 
first. Several specimens were tested by applying a DC voltage and_ 
the same effect w·as observed. Maissel and Standley(4 ) and others 
·have .repprte:d similar eff e~ts. Since the temperatures are such that 
ionic conduction can be neglected and the voltag~ is continuously 
-increasing, it would appear that this effect mi·gh:t. t:>e :due to a 
..; 
relaxation time a·ssociated with the filling of the t·rai=t sit:es •. 
. (,' 
Irreversible Condu9tiy.ity· Change 
It was obs·e.:rved. t-ha:t if the voltage appli.ed to the specimen 
exceeded a certain value. the current-voltag,e_: characteristic changed 
irreversibly. The ~agnitude of the voltage'varied w~th the thickness 
put was not directly dependent upon it, ·i.:e •. , thicker films would 
·. 'tt>i.erate higher voltages but not in a linear fashion. 
·T.he effect ·wa.s, studied only to establish safe .vo.ltages for 
• J 
.I> 
:m;easurements. The -ehang·e .did ·not affect the conductivity mechanism. 
--.-,-----.-- ·- . ., ... ---- ·-·. . ........... ···----•-, _.,,_ .--·-- -~- - -----· 
Behavior for a particular specimen once it had changed obeyed the 
. 
. . ' . . __..:.;;:..~--·-· 
same relationship as prior ·to the change but, bec~use ·ctiff.ere:nces betw0311 
. , , 
s.uccessive tests could not completely be ascribed to ·the ,independent , 
f 
~ . 
. parameters it was necessary to restrict the range of voltages covered . 
It is s4ggested that all ~ree of these effects are suitable 
- subjects for further study by those interested in conduction mechanisms 
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TABLE I 
Tantalum Thicknesses as Deposited 
Slide Numb~r 
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Maximum- Va:l;t:i:es: of Test Voltages 
.'• 
Temp. d 
50 A 150 A 450A 1350 A 
• 380 .lOV .35V l.OV 2.5V 
290 .. .85V .85V 2 .• 5v 6.0V 
.... ·, ·:,';'__;., 
215 1.20V 1.25V 3.0V 7.5V 
148 1.25V 1.50V 4.5V 8.0V 
117 1.40V 1.75V 5.5V 8.5V 
100 
... 1. 75V 2.00V 6.0V ~.ov 
·;p· 
- ----· - -------~-~ 
·--·,-.-· ~-.: , . h 
... ---~---~~---··_ .. -··-·· _-_ -·--=-..!..:"-~-~-- ~ ·- ---:·· .--------- - --· -- ~- -!- -
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TABLE III (Cont.) ' 
.. 
7 .. 
(F)i J/F2 d T I V J 'F 1/F 
.o· 
A OK 
.uua Volts A/M2 Volts/M (Volts/M)i Amp/V2 M/Volt ' !: 
x10-6 x106 x103 x10-20 xio-8 
r 
I 
I • ,. 
.150 381 I 15.0 .02 11.36 1.33 642.400 ·• I 1.15 75.188 150 381 28.0 .05 21.20 3.34 1.83 190 .040 ·, 29.940 I 
150 381 45.0 .12 34.07 8.00 2.83 53.230 I 12 ~ 500 150 381 70.0 .19 53·.37 12.67 3.56 3-3 .240 i 7~893 ·-
:..•. 150 381 85.3 .24 64·. 57 16 .01 4.00 25.190 6.246 
.,, 
4.40 iso 381 103.5 .29 78.35 19.34 20.950 5.171 .. .. ~ . ':' 
~ 150 290 7.2 .20 5 .45 13.34 3.65 3.063 7.496 150 290 13.2 .40 9.99 26.68 5.17 1.391 3.748 
i 150 290 25.8 .60 19.53 40.02 6.33 1.210 2.499 I • 150 290 46.3 .72 35 .05 48.02 6·.93 1.520 2.082 ~ -~-
~--· 
w 1 150 215 5.0 .68 3.79 45.36 6.73 .184 2.205 C1I , '. . 150 215 26.3 .88 19.91 58.70 7.66 
.57f 1.704 
'· 150 215 48.0 1.00 36.34 66.70 8.17 .81 1.499 I 
" 
i 
I 150 147 6.0 .72 4 .54 48.02 6.93 .197 2.082 
'. 150 147 21.0 ~. 96 '.15.90 64.03 8.00 .388 1.562 r .:..: ,• .. 




-150 117 7' • 5 ! --- 1.20 80.04 8.95 .089 1.249 I 
I :::.-:/ 150 117 . 28. 5 1.32 21.57 88.04 9.38 .278 1.136 I 4 J 







I I lw..1 
JJ _- __ , - t-ttwnrrs - . 11 --- .,. . i . i 
i _; 
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TABLE III (Cont.) .,: 
·• 
, .... d T I V J F (F)i J/F2. ' 1/F ... 
0 0 2 • A·//! K Volts A/M (Volts/M .•:. uua 
~ 
xlo-6 x106 
(Volts/M)i Amp/v2 M/Volt 
x103 xlo-20 ·x10--8 
'" 
' I . '-'.: 
.. 
150 105 4.5 
.96 3.41 64 -.03 8.00 .0.83 1.562 l 
' 150 105 9.0 lr08 6.81 72.04 8.49 .1-31 1.388 
.,;.:. : .... 150 105 22.5 1.20 17.03 80.04 ,,: 8.95 
..r,_ .266 1.249 150 105 55.0 1.32 41.64 88.04 9.38 .537 1.136 
"le 450 381 15.0 
.07 11.36 1.55 1.24 472. 841 64.516 450 381 20.5 .20 15.52 4.44 2.11 78.727 22.523 
.. 
< '-
,j50 381 36.0 




' ,">!- ...... ·~ 
I 
(,.) 450 290 4.0 .84 3.03 18.65 4.32 
.871 5.362 . t '-""\ a') -.. 
·450 290 9.0 
" 1.32 . 6.81 29. ~10 5~41 .793 3 .413 -~ , .. 450 290 22.0 1.80 16.65 39. ~}6 6.32 1.062 2.503 1'.; 450 290 .57 .o 2.24 43.15 49.73 7.05 
-1. 745 2.011 
• 
.. . 
.450 214 0 1.20 0 26.64 5.16 0 3. 754 
.,.. 450 214 s~o 1.80 3.78 39.96 6.32 .237 2.503 
,. 
1.· 
' II 450 214 15.0 2.24 11.36 49.73 ' 7.05 .459 2.011 
• 450 214 29.0 2.75 21.95 61.05 7.81 .589 1.638 
7 
1· 
450 148 0 2.80 0 62.16 7.88 0 1.609 450 148 10.0 4.00 7.57 88.80 9.42 .09'6 1.126 
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Slope .. · 
(10-6m/v)! 
,: __ -·- .!.;_ ., .. 
'· 
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Intercepts from Fowler-Nordhe·im- Plots 
-Calculated· 1'.nt_ercept (fl= 1.2 ev) - 3.03 ~,10'-t1 ·am~/v2 
d' T Intercept 
A °K Arnp(Volt2 
a 
pO· 215 1:0 X 10-15 
SO- 149 3 .7 X 10-16 
'', 









150 147 a· .• '.s- X 10-19 
1·50 117 l. :'!? X 10-17 
- · -18· .. ' . - .. .. '150:- 100 t·.,, ··--- :3 .-6-. I X 10 
·.:· 
.450 -l 148 7.2 X 10-!9 
·..:.. .. ,·, 
•., .. · .. ; ,,, . ; ... ~-:: . -~ 
,< . 
:,.- .:.. . ~; 
- :. ..i ·, ····- --~ ••• ...... . .. ;_,····--·· . . . 
.{ • .• :. ••I 
·-~--
' . 
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Observed ~nd Calculate( Capacitance for Samples 
,. 
Observed Capacitance Calculated 
d- Capacitance ·· M-5009 M-5010 
A uuf uuf uuf 
50 49,200 A A 
50 49,200 A .A 
50 49,200 A 6820 
50 49,200 B 7481 




50 49,200 B 6412 
'It 
150 16,400 4027 4229 
150 16,400 4318 6426 
··150 16,400 4244 6436 ... • '·· 
150 16,400 4186 4487 tso 16,400 A " r 5213 . ,. 
15.0' 16,400 4135 B 
4.50.· 5,460 3276 4568 
450. , . 5,460 3272. 4531 
450 5,460 -3378 3528 
450 5,460 3001 3583 
450 5,460 2836 _· 3345 
450 5,460 2918 3497 
1350 1,820 1795 2283 
1350 1,820 1732 2004 
1350 1,820 1821 B 
1350 1,820 1578 1660 
1350 1,820 1540 1684 
1350 1,820 1578 B 
4050 607 761 972 
4050 607 831 971 
4050 607 905 1022 
4050 607 713 731 
4050 607 669 701 




































A - Specimen shorted 
""" -
B - Overlapped/ adjacent thicker oxide - - ··· ·- -- · ·- -· ·- ·- · · . .- • ·- ~ - • ,• ! 
C - No conn~ction between-counter-electrode ·and,tab 
,,, · .. 
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Figure· 8. Block Diagram of Test Equipment 
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VI. TABLE OF SYMBOLS 
A Richardson's I - constant or ·area -
• I B - Arbitrary constant -
C - Arbitrary constant or capacitance -
d 
-
Interplanar spacing of electrodes 
Ee - Energy level of the conduction band 
Ef - Energy o.f Fermi level 
Et - Energy of trap level -
e 
-
Charge of the electron 
F = Field strength 
~ FTFL " - Fiel,d at transition from ohmic to trap filled behavior -FTR - Field at transition from ohmic to square law behavior with-
out traps 
FfR - Field at transition from ohmic to square law behavior with -
traps 
h - Planck'~ constant -
= Current I 
JF = Fowler-Nordheim current Js = Schottky cu~rent 
Jsc = Space charge current 
J80 - Zero field Schottky current 
' . 
JT = Space cparge current with traps distributed 
JTSC - Space charge current with shallow traps 
k - Boltzmann's constant 
rn - Mass of electron 
in energy 
= Effective density of- stat43s in the conduction band 
- Trap density 
n 
_.,O 
- Energy distribution of traps 
- Number of carriers in the conduction band 
- Number of carriers injected irito the insulator due to the 
applied field 
- Equilibrium number of thermally generated carriers in the 
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·conduction band 
nt - NUJilber of carriers in trapped states 
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V - Voltage 
v(y) - Nordheim's elliptic fuµction 
y - Argumen1 of Nordheim's functions 
a.= Arbitrary variable 
E = Permittivity of material 
0 = Trapping factor 
µ=Mobility of charged·particle 
0~= Work function at ~etal-insulator interface ' 
' f = EC - Et 
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